Two overlapping promoters compete for RNA polymerase in the region that controls the expression of the galactose operon in Escherichia coli. Kinetics of open complex formation at P1 and P2 can be followed through the rate of formation of two specific abortive transcripts. The corresponding forward kinetic constants appear to be identical over a wide range of enzyme concentrations and temperatures, indicating that the two processes are strongly coupled. We propose a scheme accounting for our observations. In a first step, the competition between the two sites is a simple kinetic process, involving the "on" rate constants. In a second step, a slow reequilibration occurs, implicating the "off' rate constants and the conversion of one open complex to the other through a set of closed complexes. The first step is clearly affected when the complex between cyclic AMP and its receptor is bound at the activator site. An estimate of the various rate constants describing open complex formation at P1 and P2 is provided, as well as a qualitative description of the effect of the activator complex on these two pathways.
In Escherichia coli, the galactose control region contains two overlapping promoters, P1 and P2, which are functional in vivo and in vitro (1) (2) (3) . In the presence of cAMP and of its receptor protein (CRP), RNA polymerase is located at P1 and initiates a single type of transcript, S1, starting at position + 1.
The presence of the activator complex completely blocks the synthesis of a second transcript, S2, starting 5 base pairs (bp) upstream of S1. S2 is the dominant species observed in the absence of the activator complex (4) . The two overlapping promoters compete for RNA polymerase, and the cAMP-CRP complex acts as an efficient switch in this competition, as illustrated by the following observations. First, cAMP dependence for the activation of P1 and for the inhibition of P2 is strictly identical and, up to now, it has been impossible to uncouple the two events (5, 6) . Second, in vitro "run-off" experiments indicate that the order of addition of the two proteins strictly determines which transcript is synthesized (4) . Initiation at P1 and at P2 can be selectively followed by quantitating the rate of formation of abortive transcripts CpApU and ApUpUpU synthesized, respectively, between positions -1, +2 and -5, -2 on a DNA fragment carrying the gal control region. The specificity of these oligonucleotides was shown by use of mutants blocked in one of the two pathways (7) and by CRP titration: the same amount of active cAMP-CRP complex completely inhibited ApUpUpU synthesis and increased CpApU synthesis by a factor of 1.8.
In a theoretical analysis of overlapping promoters (see appendix to ref. 8) , we have previously pointed out that the kinetics of open-complex formation monitored through the rate of appearance of one transcript, say S1, do not solely reflect the process taking place at the corresponding promoter because the two pathways are not independent. There is strict competition for the initial binding of the free enzyme R between the two promoter sites. Strong coupling occurs when the free species and the closed complexes are in fast equilibrium and when the formation of the two open complexes is irreversible as represented:
where primed symbols (P', K', k') refer to P1 and doubleprimed symbols (P", K', K') refer to P2. KB and K" are the association constants for closed complex formation, and k2 and k'n are the rate constants of the forward isomerizations leading to the active species (9) . A single relaxation rate characterizes the decay of all the species present in the boxed area as well as the rate at which both open complexes (RP, and RPO) are formed. The corresponding time Tobs is the quantity determined from the abortive initiation assay (8) . In this case, competition between RP, and RPO' operates as a "kinetic sorter" and the relative amount of open complexes generated at P1 and at P2 depends exclusively on the ratio k2Kb/k2KA-i.e., on the free-energy difference between the free species and the two transition states on the two pathways. This formalism was used to analyze in vitro transcription arising from the lac control region where two overlapping promoters are present (10, 11) . However, the very slow rate of formation of the lac P2 transcript precluded the use of this model in its simplest form (8, 12) . Here, we provide strong evidence for its validity in the case of the galactose operon. We also describe how the cAMP-CRP complex affects this branched pathway.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
DNA Fragment. An EcoRI/HindIII fragment 144 bp long (13) includes the two promoters of the galactose operon covering the relevant sequence from -92 to +45. It is incorporated into plasmid pAA187 (13); isolation of plasmid DNA (14) , purification of the relevant fragments, and determination of their concentrations have been described (15) .
Proteins. RNA polymerase holoenzyme was prepared from the E. coli strain MRE600 according to the modified procedure of Burgess and Jendrisak (see ref. 16 ). The preparation used in this study was characterized for its activity on the lac UV5 fragment as described in ref. 8 and estimated to be 40% active. Cyclic AMP receptor protein was purified by B. Blazy (17) .
Abbreviations: bp, base pair(s); CRP, cyclic AMP receptor protein.
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The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U.S.C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact. Abortive Initiation Assays. Assays were performed as described in ref. 18 . Determinations of Tobs were obtained from the progress curves yielding the quantity of abortive transcripts synthesized after a given time, with the reaction being started by the addition of RNA polymerase (lag assays, cf. ref. 19 ). Experimental conditions were as described in ref.
19 except when specified (cf. legend to Fig. 1 ). Final steady-state rates of synthesis and values of Tobs were estimated at each RNA polymerase concentration by the graphical method described in ref. 20 or by using a nonlinear least-squares analysis kindly given to us by M. Mulligan. Errors in Tobs were also estimated by these methods. The Tobs were plotted versus the reciprocal of RNA polymerase concentrations (21) For reequilibration assays, RNA polymerase and the 144-bp DNA fragment were mixed at time 0 in the buffer and in the conditions specified in the legend to Fig. 1 . After various times of incubation, aliquots were removed and assayed according to the "fixed-time" protocol (21), for their ability to synthesize the two abortive transcripts. Two assays lasting, respectively, 5 and 10 min were performed for each incubation time, until the 30-hr time point. Inactivation of RNA polymerase during this period was taken into account by following the ability of the DNA-enzyme complex to synthesize CpApU after prior addition of cAMP-CRP (see Fig. 1 legend) in the same conditions. The extent of inactivation of RNA polymerase was found to be <7% after 30 hr of incubation.
RESULTS
A Single Relaxation Time Defines the Rate of Open-Complex Formation Observed at P1 and at P2 in the Absence of CRP. At a given concentration of enzyme (140 nM per 4 nM promoter), and at various temperatures, times required for opencomplex formation at P1 or at P2 were determined separately. The reaction was initiated by addition of RNA polymerase (21) . The quantity of product released in each of these two assays was followed during and after the lag phase corresponding to the formation of the open complexes. As shown in Table 1 , for each temperature at which assays were performed, Tobs values were found to be equal within experimental error. The same phenomenon was observed when, at a given temperature, the RNA polymerase concentration was made to vary ( Fig. 1) . In a control experiment, performed at 370C, the substrates of the two assays were added together and the value of Tobs was simultaneously measured (separation of the two products required, in this case, two sequential chromatographies). robs and final slopes remained equal within experimental error to the values measured when the (Table 2) . Occupancies were determined as in the lac case (8) . We assumed that the increase in synthesis observed in the presence of cAMP-CRP at P1 solely reflected the increased probability, V', for a given RNA polymerase-promoter complex to be in the open conformation at gal P1. We also assumed that this probability, the occupancy ofthe promoter, was 1 in the presence of the activator complex and that either P1 or P2 was occupied in its absence (V' + 4)" = 1). We deduced that 4' = 0.52 and 4" = 0.48.
Open Average values for appKB and appk2 are, respectively, 1.45 x 10' M-l and 8.5 x 10-3 sec-1.
than r1. As they were independent of the nature of the competitor and of the concentration of the enzyme, we took them as measures of the rate constants, k'2 and k"2, leading from open complexes to the closed species. Reequilibration Between the Two Open Complexes Proceeds Via the Closed Intermediates. Identity of the forward rate constants suggested that the two promoters were coupled according to the mechanism given in the Introduction. However, the experiments described above do not rule out a sequential model of the type: ('1(t) + V'"(t) = 1
As open complexes at P2 dissociated 2 times faster than at P1, we expected a redistribution favoring P1 and taking place in the hour range at 37TC. Such a process was indeed observed. Open complexes were formed by addition of RNA polymerase to gal DNA at time 0. The amount of open complexes formed at P1 and P2 was monitored by proper abortive initiation assays. The specific activity monitored at P2 slowly decreased and reached a new plateau. A converse increase in P1 activity was also observed (Fig. 2) . The rate and extent of reequilibration were in agreement with the theoretical predictions (Eqs. 3C and 3D) using previous determinations of 4f, Fk' 2, and k"L2 ( Table 2) .
Effect of the cAMP-CRP Complex. The cAMP-CRP complex blocked P2 expression and enhanced the rate of synthesis at P1 by a factor of 1.8 (Table 2 ). The time required for formation of an open complex at P1 was measured under the same conditions at various RNA polymerase concentrations. Data could be fit by an equation similar to Eq. 1:
T-1 =k KB [R]
1 + KB [RI [4] with k1 = 10-1 sec' and K*B = 3 x 106 M-1 ( Fig. 1 and Table   2 ). Results were plotted at times corresponding to the midpoint of the total incubation period. Standard error estimates were calculated from three independent measurements. The solid curves are theoretical profiles, corresponding to the present model (Eqs. 3A-3D), with the following specifications derived from the independent measurements given in Comparison between these values and the ones observed in the absence of activator (appk2 = 8.5 X 10-3 sec-1, appKB = 1.45 x 107 M-1) indicated a 12-fold increase in the value of k2 and a decrease by a factor of 5 in the overall association constant for closed-complex formation. Therefore, the presence of the cAMP-CRP complex activates the P1 promoter, because the product k2KB* is =5 times larger than k2bK. Fig.   3 summarizes these effects and underlines the striking contrast between the lactose and the galactose promoters. In the first case, appKB is increased and appk2 stays constant. In the second case, appKB is decreased and appk2 is increased. The cAMP-CRP complex also increased the residence time at P1 gal as shown in Table 2 .
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have established a simple kinetic mechanism for the initiation of transcription of the galactose operon in the absence of cAMP-CRP. Distribution of RNA polymerase between the two overlapping promoters occurs in two steps. During the first one, the relative occupancy of the two promoters by RNA polymerase is solely determined by the forward rates of formation of the two species RPl and RP'O.
In our conditions, there is roughly an equal probability for RNA polymerase to form an open complex at these two mutually exclusive sites. A second step occurs later on; it corresponds to a slow reequilibration in favor of P1. The rate and the extent of this reequilibration are in good agreement with the predictions made from the independent measurements of the lifetimes of open complexes at P1 and at P2. This second step has no influence on the strength of the two promoters in vivo or in vitro because the clearance time at the two promoters is much shorter than these residence times. But it demonstrates first that the two paths are segregated ( Previous experimental evidence supports the mechanism of the branched pathway (1, 4) . The validity of the present model relies on the present data (identities of Tobs values, presence of a second relaxation time leading to final equilibrium). Such a model could not be rigorously tested in the case of E. coli lac control region (8) . The gal control region appears to be simpler, and this study illustrates the power of relaxation kinetics. We suggest the application of this formalism to other types of overlapping promoters (refs. 23, 25 , and 26; for a review, see ref. 27 ).
However, the strong coupling occurring at gal precludes a full characterization of the two branches of this kinetic pathway. X plots yield only three parameters, appKB, appk2, and 4V, while there are four unknowns k2, Kb, k2, and KB' (cf. Eqs. 2) . Note that the phenomenological constants appKB and appk2 are complex functions of the microscopic constants.
While they can be used to define the overall strength of the promoter (19), they will not be simply correlated with the structure of the two promoters (i.e., canonicity of the sequences in the -35 and -10 regions). Analysis of mutant promoters blocked in one branch of the pathway is in progress and will hopefully lead to a full characterization of the kinetic constants involved.
Yet where the P2 pathway is not accessible supports this last hypothesis (M.H., unpublished results). These two assumptions lead, through Eqs. 2, to estimates for the parameters that characterize the P2 pathway (Table 2) . They are not significantly affected by the assumptions made on the mode of action of CRP on the P1 pathway.
In summary, the model sheds more light on the situation that prevails in the absence of CRP than in its presence. In the absence of activator, the two competing promoters P1 and P2 have roughly the same strength. Closed-complex formation is very difficult at P1, but it is easier at P2. This is probably due to the fair agreement of the -35 region of the P2 promoter with the corresponding canonical sequence, whereas no acceptable -35 region can be detected at P1. On the other hand, isomerization to form the open complex is much easier at P1 than at P2. When the complex formed between CRP and cyclic AMP is added before RNA polymerase, it shuts off the P2 pathway, probably because the location of the CRP binding site prevents the formation of the relevant closed species (this idea was already proposed in ref. 28) . It also strongly favors the P1 path. There is a 5-fold increase in the product k' x KM. However, until mutant promoters have been thoroughly studied, we still do not know which microscopic constant, Kh (as in lac) or k', is positively affected during the activation process. Nevertheless, the range of possible variation of those constants is limited as shown in Fig. 3 . Once RNA polymerase is engaged in a given path, it cannot be reoriented to the other one. This commitment directly results from the fact that the overlapping promoters compete on the basis of their "on" rate constants. The main outcome ofthis study is to emphasize that CRP activation has to be understood in kinetic terms and cannot be entirely solved through static measurements, no matter how sophisticated.
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